Assessment Committee - JHL College of Education

Agenda: January 15, 2021 @ 11am -12:30pm

“Be the Best at Getting Better Together!”

-Welcome

Dr. Newton welcomed the committee.

-GaPSC Online Assessment PL Reminder (MN)

Reminders were provided. KK is the only faculty member participating besides MN, DP and ND. The meetings have reassured Dr. Newton of the work that was completed on APDA reliability and validity testing.

-CAEP and GaPSC Updates (MN)
  -Self-Study Reports were submitted on Jan 6.
  -Feedback from PSC will begin soon
  -PL for Faculty and Stakeholders

The SSR was submitted. Dr. Newton expressed thanks to all for their work. More information will be provided at the faculty meeting. GaPSC will send feedback on March 12. Response deadline is April 15th. Previsit the week of April 23rd. May 3rd-5th GaPSC visit dates.

-Review CAEP Assessment Plan (MN)

The plan was reviewed again with the committee. The plan was submitted to CAEP and to the GaPSC. Deadlines can be changed if needed. Pressing issue: Jan-Feb: Decisions about validity and reliability protocols- need to establish. Names are needed for content experts (validity studies).

-Assessment Updates
  -LiveText Support: Shan or M. Newton
  -Spring 2021 Assessments: Email me to upload to LT
  -Fall 2020 Data was emailed to Department Chairs (PBDA, CAPS, APDA)
  -Spring Placements (PBDA) will be entered soon
  -General Comments about Assessments

Dr. Newton thanked Shan for her work. Reminders were provided. Fall data were provided to Dept Chairs. APDA will be in the FEM for spring 2021. Leadership wishes to have APDA stay on the admin side.

-Continuous Improvement: Impact Checks in January for ALL programs- Reminder
- Other items of interest for the group

- Next meeting: February 19, 2021 at 11am

- Adjourn

JHL College of Education Mission: The John H. Lounsbury College of Education innovatively and collaboratively develops and empowers educational professionals, P-12 communities, and the Georgia College community to promote diversity, equity, advocacy, and excellence in learning, teaching, service, and scholarship.